
Genius 1131 

Chapter 1131 I Want to Meet Lord Voodoo 

Sanhol was anxious. “Jinny, you must go back to Orleans with us! Orleans is in chaos now, and Lord 

Voodoo is making a complete mess of it. You have to go back and stop him!” 

Sanyul directly pulled Sanhol aside and said kindly, “Jinny, you have the Golden Cocoon Charm, which is 

the King of Charms in the whole of Orleans. As long as you return to Orleans, you will be able to lead 

everyone there. I promise that, when you return, your life will definitely be much better than it is here!” 

Jinny shook her head vigorously while clutching Matthew’s clothes tightly. 

Sanyul was helpless—he could see that Jinny actually relied on Matthew a lot. 

“Mr. Larson… can you help and persuade her?” 

Matthew said softly, “Actually, it’s not necessary to bring her back to Orleans. I got the news that Lord 

Voodoo is coming to Eastcliff soon. Your purpose is just to kill him anyway. We can still kill him in 

Eastcliff!” 

When the brothers heard what Matthew just said, they were taken aback, and it was obvious on their 

faces. “Lord Voodoo is coming to Eastcliff? How did you know that?” 

Matthew recounted what happened to Crow and others before. 

After they heard it, their expressions changed again. 

“So Left-Wing Guardian said that. It seems that Lord Voodoo is really coming! What do we do? Jinny’s 

Golden Cocoon Charm has not yet been fully formed, so we are not Lord Voodoo’s opponents yet…” 

tried to figure out 

glanced at them and said, “Don’t panic too much, the two of you. Lord Voodoo may not be able to find 

this place so quickly. During this time, you should contact the leaders of the 72 clans as soon as possible, 

and prepare to 

that Matthew had shown before, and 

nodded slowly. “Okay, we will just follow your instructions, Mr. Larson. However, 

Matthew nodded slowly. 

then took his leave, leaving Sanyul and Sanhol at the 

to ask the servants to deliver meals for 

Matthew left, Jinny immediately ran upstairs to the 

saw that, they felt embarrassed and stood in the living room for a 

Mr. Larson is 

Sanyul exclaimed in awe. 



while and 

told you not to act rashly back then, but you never listened 

but he didn’t dare to say anything further 

and 

he told Billy what happened tonight—including Jinny’s 

Chapter 1132 How Dare You Betray Us? 

It was 3.00AM. 

Matthew quietly sneaked into the Telk Residence and sprinkled some venomous worms into Philip’s 

room. 

After less than half an hour, Philip let out a shrill scream. 

Everyone in the Telk Family was busy trying to treat him and look for famous doctors, but alas, they 

could not find a cure. 

The most important thing was that they saw all kinds of small worms crawling out of Philip’s mouth and 

nose, which looked extremely grotesque and terrifying. 

The moment Aloysius and Wesley saw this, they immediately knew that Philip must have been cursed. 

They had colluded with the Orleans’ Voodoo Clan, so they had some understanding of the Orleans’ 

curses and venomous worms. 

In order to save Philip, Aloysius ordered Wesley to find the people from Orleans’ Voodoo Clan and ask 

them for help. 

As soon as he got that order, Wesley hurried out and drove straight to the outskirts of the city. 

However, he didn’t notice that there was a man in black lying on the roof of his car, and it was Matthew. 

Matthew deliberately cast a curse just so he could find the position of this group of people from the 

voodoo clan. 

Originally, he didn’t really want to get involved in Orleans’ affairs. 

his family tragedy were related to 

the outside of a villa on the outskirts of the city, 

closely and sneaked 

the door, he was 

It’s me, Wesley 

Wesley hurriedly shouted. 

people in the house 



four people in the house; three of them were Left-Wing 

Guardian frowned and asked solemnly, “Why are you here? Didn’t I tell 

could speak, a voice came from the door. “Wesley Telk, 

turned to look and saw Matthew 

Guardian’s expression suddenly changed. “Wesley, did you bring Matthew Larson 

“I… I don’t know what’s going 

“Wesley, you don’t have to be afraid of them. With 

We will never let 

crazy. He could see that 

really don’t know what’s going 

about to explain, Matthew had already charged toward the four people in 

Wesley, he took out 

sound, 

same time, the four people in the house were in a 

Chapter 1133 Lord Voodoo Is Back 

Matthew’s face turned cold. Am I meeting Lord Voodoo so soon? 

However, when he thought about his father, he was not afraid. 

He took the first shot, knocked down Left-Wing Guardians and the two apprentices, and then rushed out 

of the villa. 

Running wildly in the direction of the sound of the drums and gongs, Matthew saw a few dark red 

lanterns faintly in the distance slowly coming into view in the darkness. 

Behind the red lanterns were a group of people wearing red robes and playing various musical 

instruments, as if to announce to people that someone of prestige had arrived. 

However, in this darkness, such an odd scene would make people shudder at the sight of it. 

Matthew took a deep breath and rushed forward. 

Right then, the person on the opposite side also discovered Matthew. 

A woman wearing a white top hat walked out of the team, pointed at Matthew, and scolded, “Lord 

Voodoo is here. Idlers, please all stay away! Otherwise, we will kill you without mercy!” 

At this moment, Matthew also saw the scene clearly. 

were about fifty people in 



of the line, there was a topless carriage with eight 

of the carriage was a tall man sitting 

his appearance clearly, Matthew could 

Voodoo was 

man seemed to 

effect 

He made a beeline to him and said coldly, “This is not the Orleans, Lord Voodoo. You have crossed 

I see that you are seeking death! Then, 

as she yelled, and a black flying insect 

his right hand stabbed into the air, accurately nailing 

expect to encounter 

on the 

his eyes. His two eyeballs emitted a faint blue light in the darkness, 

man waved his hand, signaling the 

looked at Matthew with interest. “Young man, are you trying to 

Voodoo Clan are not allowed to step out of Orleans or use 

that Matthew 

Chapter 1134 The Powerful Lord Voodoo 

When Matthew saw that the young man was approaching aggressively, he didn’t dare to hesitate. 

He quickly took action—with both his hands across his chest, he blocked the young man’s attack. 

A trace of disdain wiped through the young man’s lips. “Wing Chun boxing? Oh, you savages are only fit 

to use such girly boxing skills!” 

As he spoke, his movement changed. His fists opened and closed, and his offense was fierce. In a split 

second, it had already turned into the Fist of the Eight Trigrams. 

Both his hands formed fists, which were like heavy hammers, as he suddenly attacked Matthew. 

The sound of hooting kept coming out of his mouth as he took his shot at Matthew. His momentum was 

strong, and it was deafening! 

Matthew had to admit that this young man was the most powerful one among so many people he had 

met. 

In the first few hits, Matthew was caught off guard and almost suffered a loss. 



However, Matthew still had the inheritance of his ancestors—not just in terms of his medical skills, but 

also the martial skills and combat experience of his ancestors. 

This kind of combat experience was to be continuously improved in battles. 

For the first few minutes, Matthew was at a disadvantage. 

his face, the young man didn’t take Matthew seriously 

went on, Matthew became more and more handy at fighting, and he gradually became equal to this 

couldn’t understand—how could Matthew’s 

battle was 

got 

the end, the young man was completely at a disadvantage and was beaten 

were shocked when they saw such a 

that Lord Voodoo’s direct disciple would be defeated by 

he let out a roar and opened his mouth to spit out a flying 

man on the carriage 

It turned around 

caught off guard. He let out a shrill scream, covered 

carriage, and his eyes were cold. “I 

his knees tremblingly and begged in a low 

still biting on his face 

face was gnawed off, revealing 

man still did not dare to move the flying insect away, which showed his fear of 

hand, and the flying insect stopped. The young man trembled with pain and kneeled on the ground 

Matthew with interest. “I didn’t expect that there would be such a powerful young man in a place like 

Eastcliff. And here I thought that Billy Newman completely broke the backbone of the Ten Greatest 

Families of Eastcliff, and there 

Chapter 1135 Matthew Is Injured 

Matthew was severely injured, but Lord Voodoo only bounced back onto his carriage. His expression 

was as usual, as if nothing had happened. 

This situation caused Matthew’s complexion to change instantly. After Matthew got the inheritance of 

the jade pendant, he had fought against people many times, but he had never suffered such a loss. The 



strength of Lord Voodoo was really not to be underestimated! This old monster, who had lived for 97 

years, was really not something he could deal with now. 

However, in fact, Lord Voodoo was also shocked to the extreme. After launching a full blow, he originally 

thought he could kill Matthew immediately. Unexpectedly, Matthew only took a few steps back, and he 

didn’t even spit out a mouthful of blood, which surprised him. He glanced at Matthew and said coldly, 

“Hmph, since you didn’t die after taking my attack, I will acknowledge that you still have a bit of skill! 

However, whoever gets in my way must die!” 

With a wave of his hand, a man next to him pulled out a machete and walked straight toward Matthew. 

Matthew’s whole body was flowing with blood, and he had no power to resist now. 

At that critical moment, a black shadow rushed toward Matthew in the distance. 

Matthew took a closer look, and the person who came was actually Ken, Billy’s bodyguard. He didn’t 

expect that this seemingly ordinary bodyguard was not a weak person. 

loudly, “Lord Voodoo, this is a friend of Master Newman’s. Master Newman doesn’t want him to die 

here, so Lord 

the end, he laughed loudly. “Since he is Mr. 

his hand, and those people began to play their musical instruments again, carrying his carriage and 

walking away. The faint red lanterns drifted further in 

his knees crossed and ate three small Rejuvenating Pills one after another. After adjusting his breath for 

a long time, Matthew gradually stabilized his breathing. 

was coming to Eastcliff, and he was afraid that you would have some conflict with him, so he specially 

sent me to follow you. Matthew, Master Newman still 

pendant before, he had never met an opponent so formidable, so he admitted that he also got a little 

arrogant. Today, after witnessing the strength of Lord Voodoo, he realized that his strength 

the previous villa, Matthew found that Left-Wing Guardian and the others had long disappeared. It 

seemed that when he fought with Lord Voodoo just now, those three had 

body was covered 

the people from the voodoo clan regarded him as a traitor, so they tortured him to death with 

Chapter 1136 Energy Pill 

Matthew nodded slowly, seeing which Sanyul and Sanhol trembled in fear as Sanhol scowled “I’ve not 

expected for this old fool to reach Eastcliff this soon! What should we do now, Sanyul? The clan leader 

of 72 Clans is still on his way. If Lord Voodoo really catches up with us, t-there’s no way we can stop him 

at all!” 

With a solemn look, Sanyul looked toward Matthew and asked in a low voice, “Do you have any 

solution, Mr. Larson?” 



If this happened in the past, Matthew would definitely not be bothered about Lord Voodoo, but after 

fighting with him tonight, Matthew knew Lord Voodoo’s skill could not be belittled. 

And so, he did not dare to take it lightly too. 

“Just stay at Lakeside Garden for now and don’t simply leave the place. This is the forbidden area of Billy 

Newman, so Lord Voodoo won’t come here.” 

Sanyul and Sanhol quickly nodded as they had heard of the name of Billy Newman in Orleans. 

Just then, Matthew blurted, “By the way, I fought against Lord Voodoo tonight.” 

Sanyul and Sanhol widened their eyes at the same time. 

correctly, Mr. Larson? You fought with Lord Voodoo?” 

Matthew nodded. 

Sanyul wore a surprised expression. “Mr. Larson, you’ve fought against Lord Voodoo and could 

continued, “But surprisingly, Lord Voodoo did not use the poisonous curse. In fact, he has very 

explained, “Lord Voodoo has mastered the peak of poisonous curse at the age of 43. Thereafter, he 

started collecting martial arts scriptures around the world in order to enhance his martial skills and 

increase his ability. At the same time, he’ll attack the skillful fighters who enter Orleans in order to test 

his power. Over these years, there are already at least 

King of Northern Territory came to Orleans and defeated Lord Voodoo terribly. Lord Voodoo brought all 

his skills into play and even used the Immortal Charm. However, he still nearly died in Shane’s hands. It 

was only then did he completely surrender. Nevertheless, in the past ten years, Lord Voodoo’s power 

has increased again, and he rarely uses poisonous curses anymore unless he is faced 

as he did not expect that Lord 

actually would not fear Lord 

the poisonous curse used poison as its weapon, and Matthew himself was a divine doctor, so any poison 

Matthew’s expectation that Lord Voodoo had such 

and Sanhol to avoid heading out, Matthew returned 

went straight to the basement and sent Wilson a message to ask him to keep an eye on the Telk 

so that the 

Chapter 1137 So He’s Matthew Larson? 

After spending three hours in the basement, Matthew finally finished producing the energy pills using 

the pill furnace. 

Then, he kept away these energy pills and took a look at the remaining medicinal ingredients, which 

were almost depleted at this moment. 



These precious ingredients were extremely rare and it was all thanks to Joseph for helping Matthew 

collect them. 

The former had spent a long time collecting only a small amount of them, yet all the ingredients were 

depleted to produce only one batch of energy pills. As such, the energy pills were extraordinarily 

precious. 

Meanwhile, on the outskirts of Eastcliff, Lord Voodoo and his troop eventually ventured into a huge 

manor. 

There was dead silence in the manor, and there was no sight of humans at all. 

In the end, the eight palanquins arrived at an attic in the innermost area where a man was groveling on 

the ground. 

The man was wearing a skull mask, so his appearance could not be clearly seen under the moonlight. 

Kneeling on the ground, he greeted Lord Voodoo in a deep voice. 

glance at him but slowly walked down from the palanquin and headed straight into the 

he glanced at the man and 

the task was almost completed, but a young man named Matthew Larson appeared halfway and 

sabotaged our 

deal with a young man. So what 

a low voice, “Lord Voodoo, it’s not that we can’t handle this guy, but it’s just that 

at once as he shattered the cup 

man look like?” 

man’s description 

Larson?!” Lord Voodoo 

surprised. “Lord Voodoo, have you met 

answer 

deep voice, 

“Don’t worry, Lord Voodoo. My master has already thought of a plan and we can get rid of Matthew 

Larson in the next few days. But, 

not, I’ll make sure to make him leave Eastcliff within 3 days so that he can’t possibly ruin 

is not in Eastcliff, no one else will be 

Chapter 1138 The Crisis of the Telk Family 

The next morning, Matthew received news from Wilson. The Leigh Family––one of the Ten Greatest 

Families––gathered a few other families to join forces and acquire the Telk Family’s Renaissance Mall. 



The intention of the Leigh Family was obvious. Since the Telk Family sold 30 percent of Renaissance 

mall’s shares to Matthew, they were deemed to have betrayed the Ten Greatest Families. 

As such, the Telk Family was not qualified to continue remaining as one of the Ten Greatest Families, 

and it was reasonable for them to forfeit Renaissance Mall’s shares. 

The other great families did not raise any objection to this matter, and in fact, they were very supportive 

of it. 

Truth was, the Ten Greatest Families had their interests involved among one another. As such, everyone 

desired to secure as many advantages as they could for themselves. 

After eliminating the Telk Family, the remaining nine families would be able to gain benefits from it, so 

of course, they were all willing to participate. 

Nevertheless, Matthew was not too surprised after learning about the news as he thought it was an 

ordinary outcome. 

He knew the voodoo clan couldn’t possibly have only contacted the Telk Family and the Lewis Family 

among the Ten Greatest Families in Orleans, so he was certain that there must be other hidden families. 

Last night, he deliberately set the Telk Family up with two motives—to find the location of the voodoo 

clan and to lure out the families among the Ten Greatest Families who were collaborating with the clan. 

As of now, it was actually the Leigh Family who initiated to destroy the Telk Family. 

doubt that the Leigh Family was the one 

was one of the top three families among 

and influential, so it was possible that 

hesitating, Matthew quickly hurried 

this moment, the family was 

to the 

as the family head was actually 

Aloysius forced himself to remain steady. “Mr. Larson, what brings you here again? Is 30 

Aloysius. I came with two motives. First, to save Philip. Second, 

“W-What 

bush at this moment. If you 

ended up bringing 

Philip was lying on the bed in a coma with a miserable 

Matthew immediately took out a pill 

this and he’ll be fine within 10 



pill with a 

“Idiot! Philip is already in such a situation. I have no reason to 

Chapter 1139 The Surrender of the Telk Family 

Matthew smiled as he thought to himself, This old man is a shrewd one. 

He did not answer Philip directly but asked Philip to dismiss the crowd and only leave Aloysius behind. 

It was only after the crowd was dismissed did Matthew mutter, “I actually don’t have any great ideas. 

However, I own 30 percent of Renaissance Mall’s shares after all. Those who want to snatch away the 

mall should at least seek my opinion.” 

At once, Philip’s eyes lightened up as he knew Matthew was supporting the Telk Family by saying so. 

The Ten Greatest Families would have to overcome Matthew first if they wanted to acquire Renaissance 

Mall. 

However, Philip was hesitant because he clearly knew that if he used Matthew to deal with the Ten 

Greatest Families, it meant that the Telk Family had completely sided with Matthew. 

With that, the family would be an absolute opposition to not only the Ten Greatest Families but to the 

voodoo clan behind the scenes too. 

As of now, Philip’s concern was whether Matthew had the ability to fight against the Ten Greatest 

Families and the voodoo clan. 

Perceiving Philip’s silence, Matthew could roughly guess what he was thinking. 

Family still has other 

that, Philip was stunned as if he was 

completely gotten rid of his hesitation because just as he said, the Telk Family had 

Greatest Families wanted to come after them, and the voodoo clan had killed Wesley 

was already standing at the opposite end of the Ten Greatest 

grasp the chance of surviving 

right, Mr. Larson. From now on, you’re an ally of the 

Hearing so, Matthew smiled. 

could be deemed 

Jackson Family, the Lewis Family, the Lach Family, and last but not least, 

remaining six families, Matthew intended to seize this 

to have all the Ten Greatest Families of Eastcliff to 



Master Telk, since we’ve decided to join forces now, you should tell me about the voodoo clan,” 

Matthew 

about the entire process of how 

was actually a 

promised them many benefits, so 

Chapter 1140 I’ll Beat You to Death 

At this moment, there were more than hundreds of people standing in the yard of the Telk Residence––

the majority of which were from the other nine greatest families. 

Leading them was Johnny Leigh, the head of the Leigh Family. 

Johnny wore an arrogant look as if everything was in his control. 

Besides that, there were a few men from the Telks lying on the ground––two of which were covered 

with blood, and it was unknown whether they were still alive or not. 

Aloysius blew up immediately when he saw the scene. “Johnny Leigh, what do you guys want?! Here’s 

the Telk Residence, yet you barged in and injured my members. Do you really think the Telks are 

pushovers?!” 

Hearing that, Johnny guffawed. “Of course! The good-for-nothing Larson merely said a few words and 

you guys obediently gave him 30 percent of Renaissance Mall’s shares. Ask yourself, aren’t you guys 

indeed pushovers?” 

At once, there was a sudden change in Aloysius’ expression. This is an outright humiliation! 

Meanwhile, Philip asked in a solemn voice, “Johnny Leigh, what exactly do you want?” 

to surrender all shares of Renaissance Mall and all your assets in Eastcliff. After that, everyone from the 

Telks shall leave 

outrageous request, Aloysius bawled furiously, “Johnny Leigh, who do you think 

and can easily eliminate your entire family. You guys better surrender all the assets and get out 

and arrogance 

the crowd, Matthew couldn’t help sighing after seeing Johnny’s 

possibly be 

no doubt that the third family was 

was merely a haughty maniac who 

if you’ve gained the upper hand, you should still be reasonable! At that time, we sold Renaissance Mall’s 

shares to Mr. Larson because we had done something wrong and should 

coldly, “You want to reason with me, huh? Fine! I’ll give you 



his hand. Thereafter, a few men from 

a young man who was covered with 


